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1 PREREQUISITES 

 You have installed SAP Web Dispatcher (kernel release 7.45 or higher). 

 You have configured your SAP Web Dispatcher and set up SAP NetWeaver Application Server ABAP 
as your back-end system with one or multiple application server instances. 

 The NetWeaver Application Server ABAP uses kernel version 7.45 or higher.1 

 You can access the SAP Web Dispatcher administration interface with your browser (e.g. 
https://webdispatcher-host:port/sap/wdisp/admin). Use the same credentials that you have used for the 
installation of SAP Web Dispatcher. If you experience any problems or have further questions, please 
refer to the SAP Documentation.  

 You can change profile parameters both in SAP Web Dispatcher and in the ABAP back-end system. 

 You have configured SAP Web Dispatcher to terminate and re-encrypt SSL connections. 

 You can reach the ABAP back-end system through SAP Web Dispatcher (for example using 
authentication that is based on username and password).2 

 Your browser has a certificate that can be forwarded and used for X.509 authentication.3 
 

 
 
 
 

2 SYMPTOM 

You want to use X.509 certificate-based authentication, however, user certificates do not reach the back-end 
system, which is why authentication is not possible. 
 
 
 
 
3 EXPLANATION 

SAP Web Dispatcher usually terminates SSL4 connections and re-encrypts the traffic to send it to the back-
end system. Due to the re-encryption, the HTTP request that has to be authenticated is received on a SSL 
connection that was initiated with SAP Web Dispatcher’s client certificate.  
 
Consequently, SAP Web Dispatcher has to forward the original client certificate (the browser certificate) to the 
back-end system. This is achieved by inserting the original client certificate into an HTTP request header field 
(by default SSL_CLIENT_CERT).  
 
However, the back-end system cannot accept a client certificate from an HTTP request header, because 
otherwise attackers would be able to use abducted certificates. Therefore, the back-end system is only allowed 
to accept client certificates that have been forwarded by a trusted intermediary.   
 
 
  

                                                      
1 This guide also applies to older releases. However, parameter icm/trusted_reverse_proxy is not available in all 

releases. Refer to SAP Note 2052899 for further details. If the parameter does not exist in your release, you have to use 
parameters icm/HTTPS/trust_client_with_subject, and icm/HTTPS/trust_client_with_issuer as they are described in the 
documentation. 
2 If you are not able to reach the back-end system through SAP Web Dispatcher, make sure you have configured the 

trust relationship between SAP Web Dispatcher and back-end system. See document “SAP Web Dispatcher SSL Trust 
Configuration – How to Configure SAP Web Dispatcher to Trust Back-End System SSL Certificate” for further 
information. 
3 If this prerequisite is not fulfilled, skip the chapters that describe how to test the configuration.  
4 In this document (and other SAP Web Dispatcher documentation) ‘SSL’ refers to both SSL and TLS (if not stated 
otherwise.)   

http://help.sap.com/saphelp_nw74/helpdata/en/48/80c48a109a1b5ae10000000a42189c/content.htm?frameset=/en/48/80c48a109a1b5ae10000000a42189c/frameset.htm&current_toc=/en/ed/2429371ec14c23a7508affa1280d07/plain.htm&node_id=23&show_children=true#jump23
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4 SOLUTION 

The configuration of SSL certificate forwarding in SAP Web Dispatcher comprises three parts: 

 The client (browser) sends its certificate. 

 SAP Web Dispatcher accepts and forwards the client’s certificate. 

 The back-end system accepts the forwarded certificate. 
 
For more information, refer to the documentation on help.sap.com. 

SAP Web 
Dispatcher

Client
(Web Browser)

ICM AS ABAPHTTPS HTTPS

Client Certificate of User

ISSUER: CN=Client CA

SUBJECT: CN=myuser

Client Certificate of Web Dispatcher

ISSUER: CN=Server CA

SUBJECT: CN=WebDispatcherClient

HTTP Request Header:

SSL_CLIENT_CERT: 

     <SUBJECT=CN=myuser[..]>

# Web Dispatcher Profile

icm/HTTPS/verify_client = 1 [Chapter 4.2.1]

icm/HTTPS/forward_ccert_as_header = true [Chapter 4.2.3]

# Instance Profile

icm/HTTPS/verify_client = 1 [Chapter 4.3.1]

icm/trusted_reverse_proxy_0 = SUBJECT=“CN=WebDispatcherClient“, 

                                  ISSUER=“Server CA“ [Chapter 4.3.3]

Certificate

ISSUER: CN=Client CA

SUBJECT: CN=myuser

Trusted: Server CA

SAPSSLS.pse

ISSUER: CN=Server CA

SUBJECT: CN=WebDispatcherServer

Trusted: Client CA, Server CA

SAPSSLC.pse

ISSUER: CN=Server CA

SUBJECT: CN=WebDispatcherClient

Trusted: Server CA

SAPSSLS.pse

ISSUER: CN=Server CA

SUBJECT: CN=ApplicationServer

Trusted: Server CA

<ISSUER=“CN=Client CA“, SUBJECT=“CN=myuser“>

  user „myuser“

 
Figure 1: Overview Landscape and Required Configurations 

 
Note: 
This guide describes the necessary steps for a single instance system. If multiple instances are in use, you 
have to repeat certain steps, such as setting parameters or updating PSE files, on all instances. 
 
 
 
 
4.1 Ensure the Trust Relationship between Client (Browser) and SAP Web Dispatcher 
Usually browsers only send their certificate to trusted servers. Consequently, SAP Web Dispatcher’s server 
certificate has to be signed by a certificate authority that is trusted by the browser. 
 
If the browser does not trust SAP Web Dispatcher’ server certificate, the following or similar error page will be 
displayed in the browser. 

http://help.sap.com/saphelp_nw75/helpdata/en/48/9ab5d73e6d062be10000000a42189d/content.htm?frameset=/en/48/8fe37933114e6fe10000000a421937/frameset.htm&current_toc=/en/ed/2429371ec14c23a7508affa1280d07/plain.htm&node_id=9


   
 
  
 
 
   

  
 
 
In that case, refer to the document “SAP Web Dispatcher SSL Server Certificate – How to Setup a Valid Server 
Certificate in SAP Web Dispatcher” on how to sign the SAP Web Dispatcher server certificate. 
 
 
 
4.2 Configure SAP Web Dispatcher to Accept and Forward Client Certificates 
 
4.2.1 icm/HTTPS/verify_client 
SSL clients do not automatically send their certificate. The server has to ask for the certificate. You can control 
this behavior in SAP Web Dispatcher by setting profile parameter icm/HTTPS/verify_client. 
 
This dynamically changeable parameter has three options: 

0 SAP Web Dispatcher does not ask for client certificates. 

1 (default) SAP Web Dispatcher asks for client certificates but does not require them. 

2 SAP Web Dispatcher requires a client certificate. The connection is terminated if the client 
does not send a certificate. 

 
For certificate forwarding, you have to set icm/HTTPS/verify_client to at least ‘1’. (This is the default value.) 
 
If authentication via X.509 certificates is mandatory, you can set the parameter to ‘2’ to ensure that clients 
send their certificates. 
 
You can also configure specific ports by using subparameter VCLIENT of icm/server_port_<xx>. 
 
 
4.2.2 Trust between SAP Web Dispatcher and Client (Browser) 
SAP Web Dispatcher only asks for certificates that are signed by a certificate authority (CA) that is trusted by 
SAP Web Dispatcher. Consequently, the CA of the client certificates has to be added to the list of trusted 
certificates in the SAP Web Dispatcher server PSE.  
To add a CA to the list of trusted certificates, perform the following steps: 
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Retrieve a suitable client certificate. For example, perform the following steps in Internet Explorer: 
 
 
Navigate to “Internet Options”, select the tab “Content” and click on “Certificates”. 
 

 
 
Double-click on a certificate from the list. 
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In the pop-up, select the “Certification Path” tab and double-click on the certificate of a CA. In the next pop-up, 
go to “Details” and click on “Copy to File”. 
 
A wizard will start. 
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Select the “Base-64 encoded X.509 (.CER)”-format and save the file in a location of your choice. 
 
 
If you are using SAP Web Dispatcher on version 753 or higher, you can upload the file directly to the 
Administration Interface.  
 
Otherwise, open the generated file in a text editor such as Notepad on Microsoft Windows. The text editor 
shows base64 data that starts with “----BEGIN CERTIFICATE----“ and ends with “----END CERTIFICATE----“ 
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Copy the entire text (including the “BEGIN CERTIFICATE” and “END CERTIFICATE” lines) to your clipboard. 
 
 
To import the server certificate to SAP Web Dispatcher, open the SAP Web Dispatcher web administration 
interface in your browser. Use the user name and password that you have set during the installation of SAP 
Web Dispatcher. 
 
In the Menu, navigate to “SSL and Trust Configuration” and select “PSE Management”.  
 
In the “Manage PSE” section, select “SAPSSLS.pse”5 from the drop-down list. The SAPSSLS.pse contains 
the server certificate and the list of trusted clients that SAP Web Dispatcher trusts as a server. 
 
 
 

                                                      
5 If you have set a different PSE in ssl/server_pse or configured a specific PSE in icm/ssl_config, select this PSE. 
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In the “Trusted Certificates” section, click on “Import Certificate”. Paste the content from your clipboard (the 
base64 data) into the text box.  
  
 

 
 
Click on “Import”. 
 
 
4.2.3 icm/HTTPS/forward_ccert_as_header 
In SAP Web Dispatcher, parameter icm/HTTPS/forward_ccert_as_header has to be set to TRUE, which is the 
default value.  There is no action required unless the value is set to FALSE. 
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4.2.4 Status 
If you have configured your SAP Web Dispatcher according to the steps mentioned in the previous chapters, 
it forwards the original client certificate inside the HTTP request. However, the back-end system still rejects 
the client certificate 
 
If necessary, you can verify this by calling transaction RZ11 and displaying the details of parameter 
icm/HTTP/trace_info. 
 

 
 
Change the parameter value to “TRUE” by selecting “Change Value”, type in the value in the “New Value” text 
box and save your changes. 
 
If the back-end system uses kernel version 753 or higher, you can set parameter icm/HTTP/ssl_debug_info 
instead. This parameter enables more detailed information about SSL related actions of SAP Web Dispatcher 
(see chapter 5). 
 
 
Open a web page in your browser6 (via SAP Web Dispatcher). For example, https://<web-dispatcher-
host>:<web-dispatcher-port>/sap/public/ping. 
 
 

                                                      
6 Make sure that your browser has a certificate that can be forwarded and used for X.509 authentication, 
otherwise you are not able to test it.  
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Execute transaction SMICM to open the ICM Monitor. 
 
Open the trace file by clicking on the “Display All” icon (Shift+F5). . 
 
 
Search for “/sap/public/ping”. The trace entries should look similar to those displayed here: 
 
[Thr 1] HTTP request (raw) [2/1407/9]: 
[Thr 1]   GET /sap/public/ping HTTP/1.1 
[Thr 1]   accept: text/html, application/xhtml+xml, */*  
[Thr 1]   ssl_client_cert: MIIEFTCCA36gAwIBAgIKPfInvgAAAASkXzANBgkqhkiG9w0BA… 
[Thr 1]   ssl_cipher_usekeysize: 128 
[Thr 1]   ssl_cipher_suite: 009c 
[Thr 1]   connection: Keep-Alive 
[Thr 1] Connection Info: role=Server, local=test:4355, peer=10.0.0.1, protocol=HTTPS 
[Thr 1] Forwarded Client certificate: subject="[…]", issuer="[…]" 
[Thr 1] HTTP request [2/5/9] Reject untrusted forwarded certificate (received via HTTPS without 
certificate) 
[Thr 1] HTTP request (rewritten) [2/1407/9]: 
[Thr 1]   GET /sap/public/ping HTTP/1.1 
[Thr 1]   accept: text/html, application/xhtml+xml, */* 
[Thr 1]   connection: Keep-Alive 

 
 
The back-end system has received an HTTP request with a “ssl_client_cert” header field that contains a 
base64-encoded value. This is the original client certificate.  
However, the certificate is rejected and removed from the HTTP request. 
 
Reset parameter icm/HTTP/trace_info to “FALSE”. 
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4.3 Configure the NetWeaver Application Server ABAP to Accept Forwarded Certificates 
 
4.3.1 icm/HTTPS/verify_client 
SSL clients do not automatically send their certificate. The server has to ask for the certificate. On the 
application server ABAP, you can be control this behavior by using profile parameter icm/HTTPS/verify_client 
(see chapter 4.2.1 for further information). 
 
 
4.3.2 Trust between Application Server and SAP Web Dispatcher 
Just like SAP Web Dispatcher, the application server only asks for certificates that are signed by a certificate 
authority (CA) that is trusted by the application server. As a consequence, SAP Web Dispatcher certificates 
(or its CA) has to be added to the list of trusted certificates in the application server’s server PSE. 
 
It is recommended to use a CA certificate. If you do not wish to use the CA certificate, you can use the SAP 
Web Dispatcher client certificate directly.  
 
Open “Web Dispatcher Administration”. 
 

 
 
In the menu, go to “SSL and Trust Configuration” and select “PSE Management”.  In the “Manage PSE” section, 
select the client PSE (SAPSSLC.pse7) and click on “Export Own Certificate”.  
 
Save the complete base64 content in a local file. 
 
Upload this local file in transaction STRUST to import it into the application server’s server PSE. For further 
information, refer to the STRUST documentation on help.sap.com. 
 
 
 
 

                                                      
7 If you set ssl/client_pse or wdisp/ssl_cred to a different PSE, select the configured PSE. 

http://help.sap.com/saphelp_nw75/helpdata/en/79/8e9421e00b4dc1ade3d4199ac60837/content.htm?frameset=/en/3b/6e89fcda784b6c8d645740f644a602/frameset.htm&current_toc=/en/83/753d3099694d7a94d20f31f574c5f1/plain.htm&node_id=21
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4.3.3 Configure Application Server to Accept Certificates in HTTP Request Headers 
SAP Web Dispatcher has to be marked as a trusted reverse proxy in the application server. Otherwise, the 
application server does not accept forwarded certificates. 
 
Add SAP Web Dispatcher to the list of trusted reverse proxies in the application server. To do so, subject 
and issuer of the SAP Web Dispatcher client certificate are required. 
 
Go to “PSE Management” in the SAP Web Dispatcher web administration interface and select the client PSE 
(SAPSSLC.pse8) from the drop-down menu in the “Manage PSE” section. 
 

 
 
Subject and issuer of the certificate are displayed in the “PSE Attributes” section. In this example, the subject 
is “CN=WDZ, CU=SSL CLIENT”, and the issuer is “CN=WDZ, OU=SSL CLIENT”.  
 
 
You can configure the list of trusted reverse proxies by using vector parameter 
icm/trusted_reverse_proxy_<xx>.  
 
Syntax 
The parameter has the following syntax: 
icm/trusted_reverse_proxy_<xx> = SUBJECT=”<subject of WD client certificate>”, 
ISSUER=”<issuer of WD client certificate>”9 
 
In this example, the parameter has to be set to:  
icm/trusted_reverse_proxy_010 = SUBJECT=”CN=WDZ, CU=SSL CLIENT”, ISSUER=”CN=WDZ, 
OU=SSL CLIENT” 
 

                                                      
8 If you set additional parameters (e.g. ssl/client_pse, wdisp/ssl_auth or wdisp/ssl_cred), you have to maintain a different 

PSE. See chapter 4.1 in “SAP Web Dispatcher SSL Trust Configuration – How to configure SAP Web Dispatcher to 
Trust Backend System SSL Certificate”.  
9 Note: Line breaks are not allowed in profile parameters. 
10 icm/trusted_reverse_proxy is a vector parameter. As a consequence, there can be multiple values for this parameter 

(icm/trusted_reverse_proxy_0, icm/trusted_reverse_proxy_2, icm/trusted_reverse_proxy_95, etc.). 
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It is important that SUBJECT and ISSUER are identical to issuer and subject of the certificate. 
You can use wildcards to simplify the configurations. ‘*’ replaces an arbitrary number of any characters. ‘?’ 
replaces one single arbitrary character. 
 
Add this parameter to the profile of the application server and restart the server. 
 
 
4.4 Final Status 
Repeat the steps described in chapter 4.2.4. The application server should now accept the forwarded 
certificate. 
Example: 
[Thr 1] HTTP request (raw) [0/5/1]: 
[Thr 1]   GET /sap/public/ping HTTP/1.1 
[Thr 1]   accept: text/html, application/xhtml+xml, */* 
[Thr 1]   connection: Keep-Alive 
[Thr 1]   clientprotocol: https 
[Thr 1]   ssl_client_cert: MIIEFTCCA36gAwIBAgIKPfInvgAAAASkXzANBgk… 
[Thr 1]   ssl_cipher_usekeysize: 128 
[Thr 1]   ssl_cipher_suite: 009c 
[Thr 1] Connection Info: role=Server, local=test:4355, peer=10.0.0.1, protocol=HTTPS 
[Thr 1] Client certificate info: subject="CN=xxx, OU=SSL CLIENT, O=SAP, C=DE", issuer="CN=xxx, 
O=SAP, L=Walldorf, C=DE" 
[Thr 1] Forwarded Client certificate: subject="CN=xx, O=SAP-AG, C=DE", issuer="CN=x, O=SAP-AG, C=DE" 
[Thr 1] HTTP request [0/5/1] Accept trusted forwarded certificate (received via HTTPS with trusted 
certificate): subject="CN=xxxx, O=SAP-AG, C=DE", issuer="CN=SSO_CA, O=SAP-AG, C=DE" 
[Thr 1] HttpModHandler: Request not rewritten 
 

 
If you set icm/HTTP/ssl_debug_info=true, you can validate that the configuration is complete by looking for the 
HTTP response header sap-debug-active-cert. This response header contains the certificate that has been 
forwarded to the ABAP work process. 
 
 
4.5 Summary of Required Configuration Steps 

 SAP Web Dispatcher 
o SAPSSLS.pse11 has to be signed by a trusted certificate authority 
o Certificate of certificate authority that signs client certificates has to be imported in list of trusted 

certificates in SAPSSLS.pse 
o icm/HTTPS/verify_client must not be set to 0 
o icm/HTTPS/forward_ccert_as_header must not be set to FALSE 

 Back-End System – Application Server 
o Certificate in SAPSSLC.pse of SAP Web Dispatcher (or its CA certificate) has to be imported in list 

of trusted certificates in SAPSSLS.pse of application server 
o icm/HTTPS/verify_client must not be set to 0 
o Certificate in SAPSSLC.pse of SAP Web Dispatcher has to be added to list of trusted reverse 

proxies in icm/trusted_reverse_proxy_<xx> 
 
 
 
 
  

                                                      
11 The configured server PSE. By default, this is SAPSSLS.pse. 
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5 DEBUGGING ISSUES 

Starting with SAP Web Dispatcher and kernel 753, a new feature is available that helps debugging issues in 
this configuration. If you set the dynamic parameter icm/HTTP/ssl_debug_info = true (e.g. using transaction 
RZ11), detailed debug information about the SSL/TLS connection will be written in the trace file 
(dev_webdisp and dev_icm).  
 
To debug issues related to certificate forwarding, you can set this parameter both in SAP Web Dispatcher 
and the back-end system. After that you have to authenticate yourself by using the X.509 certificate. You 
should reset the parameters to FALSE as soon as possible to avoid filling the trace files. 
 
 
 
5.1 HTTP Response Header sap-debug-active-cert 
To validate whether the configuration is complete, you can use the HTTP response header sap-debug-
active-cert. If parameter icm/HTTP/ssl_debug_info is set to TRUE in the back-end system, this header 
contains the subject and issuer of the X.509 certificate that has been forwarded to the ABAP work process. 
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5.2 Example 1 (from dev_webdisp) 
 
==> SSL/TLS Debug Information 
  Connection (0/8) accepted on MYHOST.com:443 (protocol: HTTPS) 
  icm/HTTPS/verify_client / VCLIENT: 1 => Server requested an optional    
  certificate from client! 
[SAP Web Dispatcher optionally requested a certificate from the browser. See also chapter 4.2.1.] 

  Active Server PSE: C:\webdisp\sec\SAPSSLS.pse 
[These are details about the server PSE that is used for the connection between browser and SAP Web 
Dispatcher (For example, the certificate of the PSE and a list of all trusted certificates.)] 

    Details C:\webdisp\sec\SAPSSLS.pse: 
      Certificate: 
        Subject: CN=MYHOST.com, O=SAP, C=DE 
        Issuer:  CN=testtest, O=SAP, L=Walldorf, C=DE 
        Certificate Chain [1]: CN=MYHOST.com, O=SAP, C=DE 
        Certificate Chain [2]: CN=Root CA 
      Trusted CA: CN=Root CA, O=SAP AG, L=Walldorf, C=DE 
      [...] 
      Issuer certificates are trusted! 
  SSL/TLS connection details: 
    Protocol version: TLSv1.2 
    Active cipher: TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES128_GCM_SHA256 
    TLS Extension SNI: localhost 
    TLS Extension ALPN (result): h2 
  Client Certificate: 
[The following shows details about the client certificate of the browser. However, in this case, the browser did 
not send a certificate. A hint what has to be done to allow that the browser send its certificate is shown. See 
chapter 4.2.2 for further details.] 

  Client did not send a certificate, because client does not have a certificate  
  (that is trusted by the server)! 
    Solution: Client has to be provided with a certificate that is trusted by  
    the server or existing client certificate has to be added to list of trusted  
    CAs in the server PSE! 
    See above for trusted CAs in PSE 'C:\webdisp\sec\SAPSSLS.pse'. 
  No certificate that will be forwarded! 
  Details backend connection: 
[The following shows details about SAP Web Dispatcher’s client PSE that is used for the connection 
between SAP Web Dispatcher and the back-end server.] 

    'C:\webdisp\sec\SAPSSLC.pse' will be used as client PSE (configured in  
    'ssl/client_pse') for the backend connection! 
    Using a certificate (Subject: "CN=MYHOST.com, O=SAP, C=DE", Issuer:  
    "CN=MYHOST.com, O=SAP, C=DE")! 
    Details C:\webdisp\sec\SAPSSLC.pse: 
      Certificate: 
        Subject: CN=MYHOST.com, O=SAP, C=DE 
        Issuer:  CN=MYHOST.com, O=SAP, C=DE 
        Certificate Chain [1]: CN=MYHOST.com, O=SAP,C=DE 
      Trusted CA: CN=NetCA, O=SAP, L=Walldorf, C=DE 
      Issuer certificates are trusted! 
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5.3 Example 2 (from dev_webdisp) 

==> SSL/TLS Debug Information 
  Connection (1/4) accepted on MYHOST.com:44318 (protocol: HTTPS) 
  icm/HTTPS/verify_client / VCLIENT: 1 => Server requested an optional  
  certificate from client! 
[SAP Web Dispatcher optionally requested a certificate from the browser. See also chapter 4.2.1.] 

  Active Server PSE: C:\webdisp\sec\SAPSSLS.pse 
[The following shows details about the server PSE that is used for the connection between the browser and 
SAP Web Dispatcher. (For example, the certificate of the PSE and a list of all trusted certificates).] 

    Details C:\webdisp\sec\SAPSSLS.pse: 
      Certificate: 
        Subject: CN=MYHOST.com, O=SAP, C=DE 
        Issuer:  CN=testtest, O=SAP, L=Walldorf, C=DE 
        Certificate Chain [1]: CN=MYHOST.com, O=SAP, C=DE 
        Certificate Chain [2]: CN=Root CA 
      Trusted CA: CN=Root CA, O=SAP, L=Walldorf, C=DE 
      Trusted CA: CN=SSO_CA, O=SAP, C=DE 
      Issuer certificates are trusted! 
  SSL/TLS connection details: 
    Protocol version: TLSv1.2 
    Active cipher: TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES128_GCM_SHA256 
    TLS Extension SNI: MYHOST.com 
    TLS Extension ALPN (result): h2 
  Client Certificate: 
[The following shows details about the client certificate of the browser.] 

    Subject: CN=user, O=SAP, C=DE 
    Issuer:  CN=SSO_CA, O=SAP, C=DE 
    No certificate chain available! 
  Certificate that will be forwarded to backend (as HTTP header): 
[This client certificate is also forwarded to the back-end in an HTTP header.] 

    Subject: CN=user, O=SAP, C=DE 
    Issuer:  CN=SSO_CA, O=SAP, C=DE 
  Details backend connection: 
    'C:\webdisp\sec\SAPSSLC.pse' will be used as client PSE (configured in  
    'ssl/client_pse') for the backend connection! 
    Using a certificate (Subject: "CN=MYHOST.com, O=SAP, C=DE", Issuer:   
    "CN=MYHOST.com, O=SAP, C=DE")! 
    Details C:\webdisp\sec\SAPSSLC.pse: 
[The following shows details about SAP Web Dispatcher’s client PSE that are used for the connection 
between SAP Web Dispatcher and the back-end server.] 
      Certificate: 
        Subject: CN=MYHOST.com, O=SAP, C=DE 
        Issuer:  CN=MYHOST.com, O=SAP, C=DE 
        Certificate Chain [1]: CN=MYHOST.com, O=SAP, C=DE 
      Trusted CA: CN=NetCA, O=SAP, L=Walldorf, C=DE 
      Issuer certificates are trusted! 
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5.4 Example 3 (from dev_icm, with a Web Dispatcher in front of the backend server) 

==> SSL/TLS Debug Information 
  Connection (3/85) accepted on serverhost.com:4355 (protocol: HTTPS) 
  icm/HTTPS/verify_client / VCLIENT: 1 => Server requested an optional  
  certificate from client! 
[SAP Web Dispatcher optionally requested a certificate from the browser. See also chapter 4.3.1.] 

  Active Server PSE: /instance/sec/SAPSSLS.pse 
[The following shows details about the server PSE that is used for the connection between browser and the 
Web Dispatcher (For example, the certificate of the PSE and a list of all trusted certificates).] 

    Details /instance/sec/SAPSSLS.pse: 
      Certificate: 
        Subject: CN=*host.com, OU=BLD, O=SAP, C=DE 
        Issuer:  CN=NetCA, O=SAP, L=Walldorf, C=DE 
        Certificate Chain [1]: CN=*.abc.corp, OU=BLD, O=SAP, C=DE 
        Certificate Chain [2]: [...] 
      Trusted CA: CN=Root CA, O=SAP AG, L=Walldorf, C=DE 
      [...] 
      Issuer certificates are trusted! 
  SSL/TLS connection details: 
    Protocol version: TLSv1.0 
    Active cipher: TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES128_CBC_SHA 
    TLS Extension SNI: serverhost.com 
    TLS Extension ALPN (result): h2 
  Client Certificate: 
[The following shows details about the client certificate of SAP Web Dispatcher. However, in this case, SAP 
Web Dispatcher did not send a certificate. A hint what has to be done to allow that the browser send its 
certificate is shown. See Chapter 4.3.2 for further details.] 

  Client did not send a certificate, because client does not have a certificate  
  (that is trusted by the server)! 
    Solution: Client has to be provided with a certificate that is trusted by  
    the server or existing client certificate has to be added to list of trusted  
    CAs in the server PSE! 
    See above for trusted CAs in PSE '/instance/sec/SAPSSLS.pse'. 
    Client (SAP Web Dispatcher, pf=C:\webdisp\configuration\mywebdisp.pfl,  
    pid=16084) used Client PSE 'C:\webdisp\sec\SAPSSLC.pse'! 
[The following shows information about the client PSE that is used by SAP Web Dispatcher. This information 
is only available if icm/HTTP/ssl_debug_info=true is set both in the ICM and SAP Web Dispatcher.] 
    Details C:\webdisp\sec\SAPSSLC.pse: 
      Certificate: 
        Subject: CN=MYHOST.com, O=SAP, C=DE 
        Issuer:  CN=MYHOST.com, O=SAP, C=DE 
        Certificate Chain [1]: MYHOST.com, O=SAP, C=DE 
      Trusted CA: CN=NetCA, O=SAP, L=Walldorf, C=DE 
      Issuer certificates are trusted! 
    Hint: Check whether the certificate in client PSE  
    'C:\webdisp\sec\SAPSSLC.pse' (of 'SAP Web Dispatcher,  
    pf=C:\webdisp\configuration\mywebdisp.pfl, pid=16084') is signed by a CA 
    that is signed by a trusted CA in server PSE '/instance/sec/SAPSSLS.pse'! 
[The following shows the forwarded X.509 certificate. However, in this case, the forwarded certificate is 
rejected. To help with error analysis, some hints why the certificate has been rejected are shown. Further 
details are described in chapters 4.3.2 and 4.3.3] 

  No certificate that has been forwarded! 
  The received forwarded certificate (Subject:"CN=user, O=SAP-AG, C=DE",  
  Issuer:"CN=SSO_CA, O=SAP-AG, C=DE") has been removed from the request, because  
  intermediary did not send a certificate! 
    Trust cannot be verified without a certificate! 
    See above why client did not send a certificate! 
  No certificate that will be forwarded to ABAP! 
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5.5 Example 4 (from dev_icm, with a Web Dispatcher in front of the backend server) 

==> SSL/TLS Debug Information 
[...] 
  Client Certificate: 
[The following shows details about the client certificate of SAP Web Dispatcher.] 

    Subject: CN=MYHOST.com, O=SAP, C=DE 
    Issuer:  CN=NetCA, O=SAP, L=Walldorf, C=DE 
    Certificate Chain [1]: CN=NetCA, O=SAP, L=Walldorf, C=DE 
  No certificate that has been forwarded! 
[The following shows the forwarded X.509 certificate. However, in this case, the forwarded certificate is 
rejected. To help with error analysis, some hints why the certificate has been rejected and what has to be 
done are shown. Further details are described in chapter 4.3.3] 
  The received forwarded certificate (Subject:"CN=user, O=SAP, C=DE",  
  Issuer:"CN=SSO_CA, O=SAP-AG, C=DE") has been removed from the request, because  
  intermediary is NOT! trusted! 
    Intermediary (Subject:CN=MYHOST.com, O=SAP, C=DE,  
    Issuer:CN=NetCA, O=SAP, L=Walldorf, C=DE) is NOT! trusted! 
    Trusted intermediaries are configured in icm/trusted_reverse_proxy! 
    icm/trusted_reverse_proxy not configured! 
    If this intermediary is trustworthy,  
    SUBJECT="CN=MYHOST.com, O=SAP, C=DE",  
    ISSUER="CN=NetCA, O=SAP, L=Walldorf, C=DE" has to be added to  
    icm/trusted_reverse_proxy! 
  No certificate that will be forwarded to ABAP! 
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6 FAQ AND COMMON PROBLEMS 

6.1 How to Adapt this Guide for HANA XS (Classic) 
You can adapt this guide for HANA XS by performing all the steps that have to be performed on the application 
server in HANA Web Dispatcher instead. You have to set profile parameters in webdispatcher.ini [profile] and 
maintain PSE files in the Web Dispatcher Administration of the HANA Web Dispatcher. 
 
 
6.2 How to Handle Multiple Cascading SAP Web Dispatchers 
If there are two or more SAP Web Dispatchers between the client (browser) and the back-end system, you 
have to repeat several steps. You have to perform all the steps that are performed between the Web Dispatcher 
and the application server between the multiple Web Dispatchers, too. 
 
You have to set icm/trusted_reverse_proxy_<xx> in the second SAP Web Dispatcher to trust the first SAP 
Web Dispatcher. Additionally, you have to set the parameter on the application server to trust the second Web 
Dispatcher. The certificate in SAPSSLC.pse of the first SAP Web Dispatcher has to be in the list of trusted 
certificates of the second SAP Web Dispatcher’s SAPSSLS.pse. 
 
 
6.3 How to Validate If Certificate Forwarding is Working Properly 
See chapter 4.4. 
 
 
6.4 My Landscape Contains a Third-Party Reverse Proxy That Uses Other Header Names 
By default, the original client certificate is included in the HTTP request header SSL_CLIENT_CERT. However, 
you can configure the name of this field (and all other header fields containing information about the forwarded 
certificate) by using a profile parameter. 
 

Parameter Description Default 

icm/HTTPS/client_certificate_header_name Header 
containing the 
client certificate 

SSL_CLIENT_CERT 

icm/HTTPS/client_cipher_suite_header_name Header 
containing the 
cipher suite 
name 

SSL_CIPHER_SUITE 

icm/HTTPS/client_key_size_header_name Header 
containing the 
cipher suite key 
size. 

SSL_CIPHER_USEKEYSIZE 

icm/HTTPS/client_certificate_chain_header_prefix Header name 
prefix containing 
the CA 
certificates 

SSL_CLIENT_CERT_CHAIN_ 

 
Further information can be found on help.sap.com.  
 
 
6.5 The Forwarded Certificate is a Web Dispatcher Certificate 
There might be a chain of cascading Web Dispatchers that is not correctly configured. See chapter 6.2 for 
further information. 
 
6.6 The Client Certificate is Signed by a Trusted CA (of SAPSSLS.pse), But the Browser Still Does 

Not Send Its Certificate 
 
Try to use another browser or restart the browser to avoid caching issues. 
  

http://help.sap.com/saphelp_nw75/helpdata/en/48/9ab5d73e6d062be10000000a42189d/content.htm?frameset=/en/48/8fe37933114e6fe10000000a421937/frameset.htm&current_toc=/en/ed/2429371ec14c23a7508affa1280d07/plain.htm&node_id=9
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6.7 Forwarding Certificates from SAP Cloud Connector 
SAP Cloud Connector also uses certificate forwarding to access on-premise systems from cloud applications. 
Additional configuration is required in the component that SAP Cloud Connector accesses first.  
This component can be a Web Dispatcher or back-end system (AS ABAP, HANA XS).  

SAP Cloud 
Connector

ICM or
(HANA) Web 
Dispatcher

HTTPS

Trust (SSL Certificate)

Trust (SSL Certificate + icm/trusted_reverse_proxy)

Client Certificate of SCC

ISSUER: CN=Server CA

SUBJECT: CN=CloudConnector

HTTP Request Header:

SSL_CLIENT_CERT: 

     <SUBJECT=CN=myuser[..]>

# Profile / webdispatcher.ini

icm/HTTPS/verify_client = 1

icm/trusted_reverse_proxy_0 = SUBJECT=“CN=CloudConnector“, 

                                  ISSUER=“Server CA“

Client Certificate

ISSUER: CN=Server CA

SUBJECT: CN=CloudConnector

Trusted: Server CA

SAPSSLS.pse

ISSUER: CN=Server CA

SUBJECT: CN=OnPremise

Trusted: Server CA

<ISSUER=“CN=Client CA“, SUBJECT=“CN=myuser“>

  user „myuser“

 
Figure 2: Overview Landscape SAP Cloud Connector 

SAP Cloud Connector has to trust the server certificate of Web Dispatcher or the application server. The server 
certificate (or its CA certificate) has to be imported in the trust store of SAP Cloud Connector.  
See for example https://help.hana.ondemand.com/ for further information.  
 
The Web Dispatcher or application server has to trust SAP Cloud Connector. SAP Cloud Connector’s client 
certificate has to be imported into the list of trusted certificates in the server PSE of the Web Dispatcher or 
application server. This can be done by using the Web Dispatcher Web Administration UI or transaction 
STRUST. See chapter 4.2.2 or chapter 4.3.2 for further information. 
 
SAP Cloud Connector has to be specified as a trusted reverse proxy that is allowed to send client certificates 
in the HTTP request header. As a consequence, SAP Cloud Connector’s client certificate has to be added to 
existing settings in icm/trusted_reverse_proxy_<xx> in the Web Dispatcher or application server. See chapter 
4.3.3 for further information. 
 
 
If the component that is accessed by SAP Cloud Connector is a SAP Web Dispatcher, you have to perform all 
the configurations in the SAP Web Dispatcher profile. If it is an Application Server ABAP, you have to perform 
them in the instance profile. In case the first component is HANA XS, you have to perform all the parameter 
configurations in webdispatcher.ini. 
 
 
  

https://help.hana.ondemand.com/help/frameset.htm?a4ee70f0274248f8bbc7594179ef948d.html
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